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Welcome
Welcome to tvONEHelp, the place to get help with your:

n CORIOmaster2™
n CORIOgrapher™

Get more help
You can read more online. To open the online help, select Help in CORIOgrapher, or visit
help.tvone.com/r/docs/cm2/home/1.

Meet CORIOmaster2
CORIOmaster2 connects to awide range of sources and displays, and works with CORIOgrapher™ software to
allow you to build dynamic video installations with an easy-to-use visual interface.

Features
Output to monitors, LED screens, and projectors, including devices that support 8K with quad 4K@60 Hz
Our largest ever creative canvases at 64,000 x 64,000 pixels
Consumes up to 4x less electricity than an equivalent PC based system
Wide range of inputs, including HDMI, DVI, SDI, HDBaseT™, 4K, and streamingmedia
Embedded and S/PDIF audio support with S/PDIF audio module
New front panel status screen
Combination of different size and resolution of displays can be used
Adjustable bezel compensation
Edge blending of projectors
Up-down-cross conversion
Control your video wall with CORIOgrapher, secure IP, or serial connection
HTTP and HTTPS connectivity, RESTful multi-user control, WebSocket event monitoring
Horizontal alignment on analog PC inputs
Crestronmodule available
4RU frame size

Meet CORIOgrapher
CORIOgrapher V3.0 is packed with features to help you create andmanage your video walls.

Simple, powerful, software interface
Savewindow configurations as presets and transition between presets
Rotate outputs in 1° increments
Choose sources for windows
Manage streamingmedia
Use custom resolutions
Manage EDID data
See your changes instantly with live changesmode
Undo and redo your work
Control audio
Configure labels, borders, and colors
Position your displays and windowswith pixel-precision
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Quick start
This Quick Start Guide gives you an overview of the steps involved in setting up a video installation with your
CORIOmaster2™ hardware and CORIOgrapher™ software.

1. Plan your installation. What do you want your installation to look like? What equipment do you need to
achieve this?
At the back of this guide is a plan that you can fill out.
Readmore about planning a video installation on page 24.

2. Install your hardware.
a. Position your displays or projectors.

b. Connect your displays and sources to your output and input modules. Connect the LAN port of the CPU
module to your network.

Video tearing
Using a mixture of frame rates and/or resolutions can cause video tearing. For best results, make sure all your
displays use the same frame rate.
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c. Power on your CORIOmaster2.

Readmore about installing hardware on page 25.
3. Install CORIOdiscover and CORIOgrapher.

Download the latest version of CORIOdiscover and CORIOgrapher fromhelp.tvone.com/r/docs/g/software.
4. Open CORIOgrapher and select your CORIOmaster2.

Enter your username and password to log in, and select Read to load your configuration.
n The first time you log in, make sure the Secure option is cleared.
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n The default username is admin, and the default password is adminpw.

Read about what to do if you can't find your CORIOmaster2 in the list on page 100.
If you aren't connected to a CORIOmaster2, you can create an offline configuration for your device.

The media player of the Streaming media and 4K playback input module is not available when you work in an offline
configuration.

Readmore about your first steps with CORIOgrapher on page 30.
5. Optional: enable securemode.

a. Select Settings > Networking.
b. Select Secure connection.

c. Select Save > Yes.
CORIOmaster2 restarts.
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d. Select Secure and log in.

6. Select the Frame Rate for the canvas and Apply.

You will see a warning for each display in the Editor if the display resolution does not match the canvas frame rate.

Video tearing
Using a mixture of frame rates and/or resolutions can cause video tearing. For best results, make sure all your displays
use the same frame rate.

7. Optional, but recommended: name your input and output ports.

Select Settings > Slot Status. Give each port a useful name. For example, describe the device connected to it.

Readmore about naming input and output ports on page 32.
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8. In the editor, add your displays, and arrange them tomatch your video wall.

a. Select Editor > Show assets > Displays.

b. FromAssets, select for each display you want to add.

c. Drag the displays into place to match your installation.
Create a rough arrangement at this stage. When you have tested your video wall you canmake your
arrangement more accurate.

Readmore about creating a basic video wall on page 34.
9. In the editor, add awindow and scale it to cover thewhole video wall.

a. From Assets, open Sources.

b. Choose a source and select .

For best results, choose a source connected to hardware that is easy to play, for example, a DVD player.

Dedicated windows can only be used once per source, and have a locked source and quality.

Freewindows can use any source, you can change the source playing in thewindow, and select
the quality you want to use.

c. Scale thewindow to cover all your displays.

d. Select Take to send the video wall to your CORIOmaster2.
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10. Check that your installation looks correct.
Make sure that the source for thewindow is playing, and check that the picture is assembled correctly.

Not the source you were expecting, blue screen, display
keeps dropping signal, or no image.

Possible causes: n Source connected incorrectly
n Input ports named incorrectly
n Source not playing
n Source resolution not supported
n Display does not support HDCP
n Source does not support the required number of HDCP keys
n Poor quality or damaged cables

Source correct, connected, and playing.

Image appears in thewrong places.

Possible causes: n Displays arranged incorrectly in CORIOgrapher
n Output ports named incorrectly
n Displays connected incorrectly

Source and displays connected and arranged correctly.

11. Repeat step 7 to add windows for all of your sources. Check that all your sources and displays work as
expected.
To test any sources from Streamingmedia and 4K playback input modules, you need to add something to
your play queues first. Readmore in theQuick Start Guide that camewith yourmodule, or in tvONEHelp.

Readmore about testing your video wall on page 37.

Read troubleshooting advice on page 97.

Next steps
Congratulations, your video installation is set up! You can now set up and test audio, make your installationmore
accurate, configure the best quality settings, and add transitions and effects.

Read about setting up audio on page 38.

Read about settings on page 40.

Read about presets and transitions on page 54.

If your CORIOmaster2 contains one ormore Streamingmedia and 4K playback input modules, you need to set
those up too.

Read about setting up Streamingmedia and 4K playback input modules on page 15.
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Get to know your products
Learn about the features and functions of your hardware.

In this section

About your CORIOmaster2™ 8
About modules 12

About your Streaming media and 4K playback input module 14
Streaming media and 4K playback input module - quick start guide 15
About your S/PDIF and analog audio module 21

Hardware recommendations 22
Get help with your Magenta Encoder-100 22

About your CORIOmaster2™
CORIOmaster2 connects to awide range of sources and displays, and works with CORIOgrapher™ software to
allow you to build dynamic video installations with an easy-to-use visual interface.

Features
Output to monitors, LED screens, and projectors, including devices that support 8K with quad 4K@60 Hz
Our largest ever creative canvases at 64,000 x 64,000 pixels
Consumes up to 4x less electricity than an equivalent PC based system
Wide range of inputs, including HDMI, DVI, SDI, HDBaseT™, 4K, and streamingmedia
Embedded and S/PDIF audio support with S/PDIF audio module
New front panel status screen
Combination of different size and resolution of displays can be used
Adjustable bezel compensation
Edge blending of projectors
Up-down-cross conversion
Control your video wall with CORIOgrapher, secure IP, or serial connection
HTTP and HTTPS connectivity, RESTful multi-user control, WebSocket event monitoring
Horizontal alignment on analog PC inputs
Crestronmodule available
4RU frame size
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Slots

Your CORIOmaster2 has 17 slots.

Slots in area A are for input modules, slots in area B are for output modules. You can have up to eight input
modules and up to seven output modules.

Slot 13 is for an S/PDIF and analog audio module, CM2-AUD-2IN-3OUT

Slot 14 is for a CPU module.

Rules for placing input modules

Standard bandwidth input modules can go in any position in column A and B, slots 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 11.

High bandwidth input modules can only go in column B, slots 2, 5, 8, and 11.

Do not insert high bandwidth input modules in column A. The device and module can be damaged.

Rules for placing output modules

Output slots are arranged into groups. Each group has the same amount of bandwidth. Youmust either:

n Fill all the slots of a group withmodules
You can either fill all the slots with output modules, or you can fill empty slots in the group with bonding
modules.
OR

n Leave all the slots of a group empty
You don't need to use bondingmodules in groups that contain no output modules.

Place output modules in the first slot of each group first, starting with group C, slot 17. Fill empty slots with
bondingmodules.

Groups are linked by bandwidth and also by canvases in CORIOgrapher. You can only use the outputs in a single
group together on the same canvas. You can usemore than one group on the same canvas, but if you want to use
more than one canvas, youmust usemore than one group.
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Showme an example
A CORIOmaster2 has two output modules. The first output module goes into group C, slot 17. The second goes
into group A, slot 3. Bondingmodules go into group A, slots 6 and 9. Group B contains no output modules, so it
doesn't need any bondingmodules.

CORIOmaster2 front panel

The front panel of your CORIOmaster2 includes a customizable status screen. The status screen can show the IP
address of your CORIOmaster2, its status, and the name of the device.
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CORIOmaster2 rear panel

Input module (blue) Connect to sources

Output module (white) Connect to displays

Bondingmodule Used to fill empty slots in a group

Optional audio module Optional: connect to audio sources and/or playback devices

CPU module

Connect to your network with Ethernet

Optional: connect to serial controller with RS-232

Optional: connect directly to a PCwith Ethernet or RS-232

Power supply unit (PSU) Connect to electrical outlet

Optional second PSU, sold separately Optional: connect to electrical outlet
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About modules
CORIOmaster2 supports a range of input and output modules, withmodel numbers starting with CM2-. Each
module supports specific connections, but our range of adaptersmeans you can connect to any type of source to
your CORIOmaster2.

See our range of available input and output modules for your CORIOmaster2 at
help.tvone.com/r/docs/cm2/modules/1.

Input modules
Module Product number Connections

Quad 3G-SDI broadcast input
module

CM2-3GSDI-4IN 4x 3G-SDI up to 1080p@60 Hz

Dual DVI universal input module CM2-DVIU-2IN 2x DVI-U up to 1080p@60 Hz

Quad 1080p HDMI input module CM2-HDMI-4IN 4x HDMI up to 1080p@60 Hz

Dual 4K HDMI input module CM2-HDMI-4K-2IN 2 x HDMI

Supports up to 2 x 4K @30Hz, or
1 x 4K @60 Hz

Dual 4K HDBaseT input module CM2-HDBT-2IN-1ETH 2x HDBaseT
Ethernet

Readmore about the Streaming
media and 4K playback input
module on page 14.

CM2-AVIP-IN-1USB-1ETH-128 1 x USB 2.0/3.0

1 x Ethernet

1x 128 GB SSD

Output modules
Module Product number Connections

Quad 4K HDMI output module CM2-HDMI-4K-4OUT 4x HDMI up to 4K@60 Hz

Eight HDMI output module CM2-HDMI-HD-8OUT 8x HDMI up to 1080p@60 Hz

Bonding modules
Module Product number
Output bondingmodule for CORIOmaster2 output modules. CM2-BONDING

Readmore about output bondingmodules on page 114.

Audio modules
Module Product number Connections
S/PDIF and analog audio module

Readmore about the S/PDIF and
analog audio module on page 21.

CM2-AUD-2IN-3OUT Input:

1x analog and 1 x S/PDIF

Output:

1x analog and 3 x S/PDIF
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Power supply module
Module Product number Connections
Redundant PSU for 4RU series units CM2-4RPS 1 x IEC power cord

Adapters
You can use our adapters to connect any of the following formats to theDVI modules.

Adapter Product number Female connector
HDMI adapter CMD1941 HDMI

Analog PC adapter ZDH2040 VGA

Analog RGBHV adapter ZDB-2038 Analog RGBHV

YPbPr/YUV adapter ZDR2042 YPbPr/YUV

YPbPr/YUV adapter cable ZDB2044 YPbPr/YUV

YC (S-Video) adapter ZDB2048 2 x composite video

YC (S-Video) adapter ZDS2046 4-pinmini-DIN

Composite video adapter ZDC2050 BNC
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About your Streaming media and 4K playback input module
The Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module allows you to decode and play:

n Media and images from aUSB drive
n Media and images from internal storage
n Video streams from IP sources.

Sources include streaming server, and any device used with an IP encoder, for example, theMagenta™
Encoder-100.

Features
n Play two simultaneous channels of media, including IP streams
n Play video clips fromUSB drive up to 4K @30 Hz
n Play single IP streams up to 100 Mb/s
n Play dual IP streams up to 40 Mb/s
n Play still images up to 8K
n Play streamswith low latency
n Play media from streaming server
n Create and save up to 20 playlists
n Primary channel supports up to 4K @30 Hz
n Secondary channel supports 1080p @60 Hz
n IP streams up to 4K @30 Hz
n Full resolution and frame rate scaling
n Start playingmedia when your device starts
n Supports USB 3.0

For CORIOmaster2™, CM2-AVIP-IN-1USB-1ETH-128 comeswith 128 GB internal storage

USB 
(LED)

Indicates the status of the USB drive. Greenmeans that the USB drive is working correctly. Red
means that the USB drive is over current.

USB 3.0
USB 2.0

Connect a USB drive to play media directly.

For best results, we recommend using quality USB drives compatible with USB 3.0.

ST1 
(LED)

Indicates the status of themodule. Greenmeans that themodule is working correctly. Redmeans
that themodule is starting, or that there is a problem.

ST2 
(LED)

Indicates the status of the sub-module. Greenmeans that the sub-module is working correctly. Red
means that the sub-module is starting, or that there is a problem.

LAN Connect an Ethernet cable to play media over IP.

If any status indicator stays red, restart your CORIOmaster2™. If that doesn't work, contact tvONE support.
Contact details are at the back of this guide.
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Streaming media and 4K playback input module - quick start guide

Get more help
For more help, visit help.tvone.com, or open CORIOgrapher, and select Help. If you need help with a module, choose the
product your module is installed in.

Setting up the Streaming media and 4K playback input module
1. Connect your cables and power on your CORIOmaster2™.

To streammedia, connect an Ethernet cable to the Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, or connect
a USB drive to play media directly.

For 4K media, use a good quality, high-speed USB 3.0 drive.

Make sure your device is connected to your display devices and to an AC power outlet.
2. Download the latest firmware for your device fromhelp.tvone.com/r/docs/g/firmware.
3. Download the latest version of CORIOdiscover and CORIOgrapher fromhelp.tvone.com/r/docs/g/software.
4. Use CORIOdiscover to update your firmware.

Readmore about updating firmware on page 98.
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Connecting to CORIOgrapher™ and choosing network settings
1. Open CORIOgrapher, connect to your device, and read the configuration from your device.

Make sure you have a canvas that includes at least onewindow that uses a source from the Streamingmedia
and 4K playback input module, and select Take.

2. OPTIONAL: if you only want to play media from aUSB drive, you don't need to do this step.
If you want to streammedia over IP, choose network settings for your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input
module.

Select Settings > Module Configuration.

Find the Streamingmedia and 4K playback module that you want to set up, and select > Configure.
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If you chooseDHCP, the network assigns you an IP address.
If you choose a static IP address:
n Enter a value for your IP address and subnet mask.
n If you want to stream from the internet, enter a value for your gateway.
n If you want to refer to a source by name, enter a value for DNS.

Static IP address
If you choose a static IP address, make sure you enter a unique value for your IP address. Using the same IP address for
multiple devices can cause your devices to disconnect.

If you need help with network settings, contact your network administrator.
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Playing media and streams
1. Open themedia player.

n Double-click thewindow you wish to play streams ormedia, and fromProperties, select (Media Player) 
Manage.

2. Select yourmedia source.

Yourmedia items appear as icons.

Still image Saved stream

Video clip Found encoder

Playlist Found encoder, streaming

Information about themedia item appears on the right.
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3. OPTIONAL: if you want to streammedia, add your streams.
n If you want to stream from anMagenta Encoder-100, check that it is encoding. Look for the green spot.

If the encoder is not encoding, youmight need to start or configure it.

Readmore about theMagenta Encoder-100 at help.tvone.com/r/docs/cm2/encoder-100/1
n If you want to stream from the internet, or from an encoder that does not appear in Discovered encoders,

add the stream. Select IP Streams > Add IP Stream and enter a useful name and theURL of themedia
stream.
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4. Choose a resolution for yourmedia stream.

Read tips and recommendations for choosing the best resolution on page 92.
5. Dragmedia items and streams into the play queue and use the playback controls to play yourmedia. Check

that themedia is playing on your video wall.
6. Use the playback controls to start, stop, pause, skip to the next item, and return to the previous item. You can

select and deletemedia items, or clear the entire play queue.

To loop the play queue, first stop playback, and then select .
7. OPTIONAL: you can save your play queue as a playlist.

You can also create playlists in the playlist editor.
Read about creating andmanaging playlists on page 82.

Setting up the internal drive
You can savemedia items from your USB drive to the internal drive.

When you first set up your internal drive, it is useful to copy the entire contents of your USB drive to the internal
drive. All yourmedia items and folders are copied to the internal drive for pathways up to 480 characters, or
fewer, depending on the language you use.

Unsupported items are also copied to the internal drive. You can't see these items but they still take up space. Check that
your USB drive contains only supported items before you start.
See a list of supported items on page 14.

n Select (USB Drive) > Replace all items on the internal drive.

Read about creating andmanaging playlists on page 88.
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About your S/PDIF and analog audio module
You can use terminal block connectors to connect to a range of audio inputs and outputs.

INPUTS,
ANALOG

Connect an analog audio device.

INPUTS,
S/PDIF

Connect a digital audio device.

OUTPUT 1
S/PDIF

ANALOG

Connect an analog or digital device to play audio from the video installation on canvas 1.

OUTPUT 2 S/PDIF output. Connect a digital device to play audio from the video installation on canvas 2.

OUTPUT 3 S/PDIF output. Connect a digital device to play audio from the video installation on canvas 3.

STATUS(LED) Indicates the status of themodule. Greenmeans that themodule is working correctly. Red
means that there is a problem.

If any status indicator stays red, restart your CORIOmaster2. If that doesn't work, contact tvONE support. Contact
details are at the back of this guide.

Supported formats
The S/PDIF and analog audio module supports all audio formats outputted as PCMwith a frequency of 48 kHz.

Inputs
Your S/PDIF and analog audio module has two inputs, one analog and one digital input.

You can use inputs from the S/PDIF and analog audio module as breakaway audio only.

What's breakaway audio?

Breakaway audio is independent of thewindows on your video wall. It doesn't changewhen the sources playing
in your windows change. The audio is sent to all enabled outputs.

Outputs
Your S/PDIF and analog audio module has three outputs. Each output is locked to a canvas in Editor. Output 1 is
locked to canvas 1, output 2 is locked to canvas 2, and so on.

Output 1 has one analog and one S/PDIF digital port. You can send the same output to both ports, but you
cannot send a different output to each port. Because output 1 is locked to canvas 1, only canvas 1 is capable of
sending both analog and digital audio.

To choose a canvas, select a canvas number fromCanvas.

Outputs 2-3 each have one digital S/PDIF output.
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Hardware recommendations
At tvONE, we design our products to the highest quality standards. To get the best results fromour products, we
recommend that you use the best quality connectors, cables, and adapters. Consider the points belowwhen you
choose accessories and position equipment.

n For best results at resolutions of 1080p60 or belowwith HDMI or DVI, use cables under 15 m long, or shorter
if you use connection adapters. If you need to place your productsmore than 15 m apart, use active optical
cables or a signal extender.
For best results at resolutions of 4K60 or higher with HDMI, use cables under 2-3 m, or shorter if you use
connection adapters. If you need to place your productsmore than 3 mapart, use active optical cables or a
signal extender.
See our range of active optical cables and signal extenders at help.tvone.com/r/docs/g/signal-extension.

n For best results with HDMI, use High Speed, PremiumHigh Speed, or Ultra High Speed HDMI cables.
n For best results with DisplayPort, use certified cables under 2 m long.
n In industrial environments, use shielded Ethernet cables.

Shielded Ethernet cables are oftenmarked F/UTP, FTP, or STP. Use shielded Cat 6 or above cables with
HDBaseT input and output modules and Streamingmedia and 4K playback input modules.

n Use good quality USB 3.0 drives.
n Formore hardware recommendations for your product, see the specification sheet.

Readmore about HDMI at hdmi.org.

Readmore about DisplayPort at displayport.org.

Get help with your Magenta Encoder-100
TheMagenta Encoder-100 works with your CORIOmaster2™ product.

Visit help forMagenta Encoder-100
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Set it up
This section contains everything you need to know about installing and setting up your video installation with
CORIOmaster2™ and CORIOgrapher™.

In this section

Planning and installing video installations 23
Planning a video installation 24
Installing your hardware 25

Setting up a video installation in CORIOgrapher™ 28
CORIOgrapher™ system requirements 28
About CORIOgrapher™ 29
Getting started with CORIOgrapher™ 30
Naming input and output ports and channels 32
Enabling securemode 33
Creating a video installation 34
Testing your video installation 37
Set up and test audio 38
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Device settings 41

Naming your CORIOmaster2™ 41
Choosing your working units 41
Customizing the front panel of your CORIOmaster2™ 42
Backing up and restoring your settings 42
Resetting your CORIOmaster2™ to factory default settings 44

User settings 45
Creating and editing users 45
Changing other users' passwords 46
Changing your own password 47

Network settings 47
Configuring network settings for your CORIOmaster2™ 47
Configuring network settings for streaming media 49

Playlist settings 51
Renaming playlists and moving playlists between modules 51
Deleting playlists 51

Managing encoders and streams 52

Planning and installing video installations
The first step towards creating a video installation with your CORIOmaster2™ is planning and setting up your
hardware.

In this section

Planning a video installation 24
Installing your hardware 25
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Planning a video installation
It's really helpful to write a plan before you start installing. A plan saves you time and effort later, and helps you
make sure you have all the equipment you need.

There's a printable plan at the back of this guide.

If you can't print and fill out the plan, think about the following questions:

Overall effect
n What do you want your video wall to look like?
n How large is your video wall?
n What do you want to accomplish?

Displays

Video tearing
Using a mixture of frame rates and/or resolutions can cause video tearing. For best results, make sure all your displays use
the same frame rate.

n Howmany displays do you need?
n What sizes are the displays?
n What are the bezel sizes of the displays?
n What is the native resolution of each display?
n Do you need displays that support HDCP (High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection)?
n Howmany projectors do you need?

n Do you need to blend the edges of displays?
n Howmuch overlap do you need?

Sources or inputs
n What types of source do you need?
n What is the native resolution of each source?
n What is the frame rate of each source?
n Will the sources be available at all times that the video wall is operating?
n Is there any switching or processing before the source reaches your CORIOmaster2™?

Windows
n Howmany windows do you need to create the effect you want?

Include all windows, even those that are not active all the time.
n What level of quality do you need for each window?

Inmost cases, you can't have the highest quality for all your windows. Which windows can be lower quality?

What is a window?

Awindow is a container for a source input. You can havemultiple windows playing the same source. You can
resize, move, and rotatewindows in the video wall editor.
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Presets
n Do you want to use presets in your video wall?
n What type of control systemwill you use to operate the video wall and change between presets?

What is a preset?

A preset stores information about windows, including positions, transitions, and effects such as borders or
rotation. You can save presets and recall them later from the dashboard.

Installing your hardware
Once you have planned and collected your hardware, you can set it up. First install your displays and place your
sources. Then connect your displays to your output modules and your sources to your input modules.

Who can do this?
Anyone can do this task, but we recommend that you consult a qualified AV installer.

Placing your CORIOmaster2™ and displays
When you decidewhere to place your hardware, consider these points:

n Availability of electrical outlets
n Distance fromCORIOmaster2 to sources and displays

For best results at resolutions of 1080p60 or belowwith HDMI or DVI, use cables under 15 m long, or shorter
if you use connection adapters. If you need to place your productsmore than 15 m apart, use active optical
cables or a signal extender.
For best results at resolutions of 4K60 or higher with HDMI, use cables under 2-3 m, or shorter if you use
connection adapters. If you need to place your productsmore than 3 mapart, use active optical cables or a
signal extender.
Read about our adapters on page 13.
See our range of active optical cables and signal extenders at help.tvone.com/r/docs/g/signal-extension.

n Make sure your devices arewithin the operating specification.
n Installation environment

In industrial environments, use shielded Ethernet cables.
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Position your displays and sources

1. Use your plan to help you position your displays, which can be screens and/or projectors.
Make sure you note all themeasurements, so you canmake an accurate video wall in CORIOgrapher™.

2. Position your sources. Follow the advice abovewhen you choosewhere to put your sources.
3. Connect your displays or projectors to the output modules of your CORIOmaster2.

It is recommended to use a cable mount to reduce the stress on the connector caused by heavy cables. See the
installation instructions that came with your module or device.

Keep a note of which display is connected to which port. You can use this information later when you name inputs and
outputs in CORIOgrapher. You can also label the inputs and outputs directly.
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4. Connect your sources to the input modules of your CORIOmaster2.

Keep a note of which source is connected to which port. You can use this information later when you name inputs and
outputs in CORIOgrapher.

5. Connect your CORIOmaster2 to your network. If you want to control your CORIOmaster2 with a serial
controller, connect a serial controller.

6. Connect your CORIOmaster2 to an electrical outlet and power on.

Optional redundant PSU requires connection to a separate electrical outlet.

You can now create your video wall in CORIOgrapher.
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Setting up a video installation in CORIOgrapher™
When you've finished installing your hardware and connected everything to your CORIOmaster2™, you can create
your video installation in CORIOgrapher.

In this section

CORIOgrapher™ system requirements 28
About CORIOgrapher™ 29
Getting started with CORIOgrapher™ 30
Naming input and output ports and channels 32
Enabling securemode 33
Creating a video installation 34
Testing your video installation 37
Set up and test audio 38

Creating and testing your first video installation
Learn how to create and test a basic video installation.

n Creating a basic video installation
n Testing your video installation

CORIOgrapher™ system requirements
CORIOgrapher:

n Works with PCs runningWindows® 7 and 10
n Does not work with touch-screen-only devices, including tablets or phones
n Works with Microsoft Surface Pros and similar touch screen devices

Full support for touch screen devices is under development
n Installs Windows .NET 4.6, if you don't have it
n Needs 600 MB of disk space during installation
n Is approximately 60 MB in size once installed

To use the preview feature, your PC must haveWindowsMedia Player installed, and it must have been launched
at least once. Preview performance depends on the specifications of your PC and number of windows in your
installation.
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About CORIOgrapher™
CORIOgrapher is the software that controls your CORIOmaster2™. You can create installations over three
canvases, withmultiple screens and windows, and add transitions and effects for a state-of-the-art dynamic video
installation.

CORIOgrapher main areas

Home

Home is where you connect to a device, load a configuration from a file, or create
an offline configuration.

Editor

CORIOmaster and CORIOmaster2 only.

Editor is where you create your installations, each on its own canvas.

n If you have a CORIOmaster or CORIOmastermini, you can create up to four
installations.

n If you have a CORIOmastermicro, you can create up to two installations.
n If you have a CORIOmaster2, you can create up to three installations.

Dashboard

Dashboard is where you control the actions of your installations.

Standby

CORIOview and CORIOmaster micro only.

Standby puts your device into standby mode.

Help

Help opens tvONE help for your product.

Settings

Settings is where you configure your system, network, modules, andmore.
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Getting started with CORIOgrapher™
When you first open CORIOgrapher, you see Home.

n If you've already set up your hardware, you can connect to your CORIOmaster2™ and get information about
its configuration of modules.

n If you haven't set up your hardware yet, you can create a configuration offline. Or, you can load a
configuration from a file, if you have one. You can save your configuration, and send the configuration to
your CORIOmaster2 later. You can also use saved configurations to configure other CORIOmaster2 units.

Read about setting up hardware on page 25.

To connect to your CORIOmaster2 and get its configuration
The easiest way to get started using CORIOgrapher is to get the configuration of inputs and outputs directly from
your CORIOmaster2.

1. From Home, select your CORIOmaster2 fromDiscovered Devices.
If your CORIOmaster2 isn't in the list, select Refresh.
If you can't see your CORIOmaster2, read troubleshooting advice on page 100.

2. Enter your administrator login details.
When you first log in as an administrator, enter the usernameadmin and passwordadminpw. Leave the
Secure option clear.

If Host (IP or COM) doesn't contain an IP address, read troubleshooting advice on page 100.
3. When you are logged in to your CORIOmaster2, select Read to get its configuration.
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To log in with secure mode
You can communicate securely with your CORIOmaster2. To use securemode, enable securemode.

Read about enabling securemode on page 33.

When securemode is active, in Home you can see next to the name of the CORIOmaster2.

To create a configuration offline
You don't need to be connected to a CORIOmaster2 to create video installations, but you do need to recreate the
configuration of your CORIOmaster2 so that you're using the correct inputs, outputs, bondingmodules, and
devices.

You can also create offline configurations to help you decidewhat hardware you need.

1. From Home, select Create an offline configuration.
2. In Configuration Editor, choose a device, and give your configuration a name.
3. If you do not have a product code, for each slot, choose amodule from the list.

n The number of slots available depends on your device.
n You don't have to use all the slots.
n If you are creating a configuration for an existing CORIOmaster2, match your configuration to the

modules of your CORIOmaster2.
n If you are creating a configuration to help you decidewhat modules you need, there are some guidelines

on where to put yourmodules.
Read about the configuration of a CORIOmaster2 on page 8.

OR
4. If you have a product code, enter it in Product code to automatically populate yourmodules.

5. OPTIONAL: You can copy the product code to the clipboard, so you can paste the product code in to your
email or document.
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6. OPTIONAL: You can export the product configuration summary to a PDF file to include in your
documentation.

Peripherals may have to be manually set.

You should export your configuration to a PDF file before selecting Create Configuration, as you will not be able to do
this later.

To send a configuration to your CORIOmaster2
You can send a configuration to your CORIOmaster2 from Home. You can either create a configuration offline,
or load a saved configuration.

1. Create or load a configuration.

2. In Home, select your device fromDiscovered Devices and enter your administrator login details.
The default username isadmin and the default password isadminpw.

3. Select Send.

Naming input and output ports and channels
You can name the input and output ports and channels for each slot in CORIOgrapher™.

Why should I name input and output ports and channels?
CORIOgrapher uses aliases to give each input or output port or channel in each slot a unique name. For example,
the first port in slot 1 is named s1i1 for slot 1 input 1. These unique identifiers tell you the position, but not what
is connected to that input or output.

Name your ports and channels with something that indicates what is connected to the port, or playing on the
channel. Doing this can help you identify what is what in your configuration, andmakes it easier for you to see
quickly which source is playing in which window. For example, youmight rename s1i1 to Camera 1.

Naming the channels of a Streaming media and 4K playback input module

The Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module has two channels. Each channel refers to a play queue, not
to a specific streaming source. If you intend to build play queues withmultiple sources, for example, one or two
streaming sources andmedia items from aUSB drive, then consider unique names such as PlayQueue1 and
PlayQueue2. If you intend to always have just one streaming source in a play queue, then you could use names
likeWOWZAstream, or LectureTheatreStream.

Naming rules
Namesmust be unique and start with a letter. They can contain letters, numbers, and underscores, and can be up
to 21 characters long.
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To name input and output ports
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Slot Status.
2. For each port, enter a useful name.

3. To save your new names, select Apply (inputs and outputs only).

If you are creating an offline configuration, select Editor >  Save to file.

Enabling secure mode
You can use securemode to encrypt information you send and receive from your CORIOmaster2™.

About secure mode
Securemode uses HTTPS to encrypt all communication between CORIOgrapher™, or another secure controller,
and your CORIOmaster2. HTTPS encryption uses TCP port 443.

When securemode is active, in Home you can see next to the name of the CORIOmaster2.

Secure mode disables unsecured connections over Ethernet. Unencrypted third-party controllers do not work over Ethernet
when you use secure mode. You can still use unsecured controllers that are connected directly to your CORIOmaster2, using
the serial port of the CPU module.

Read troubleshooting advice on page 102.

Enabling secure mode
1. Clear the Secure option and log in to CORIOgrapher.

2. Select Settings > Networking.
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3. Select Secure connection.

4. Select Save > Yes.
CORIOmaster2 restarts.

5. Select Secure and log in.

Creating a video installation
To create a video installation in CORIOgrapher™, you need sources and displays. Make sure you've either loaded
your configuration from your CORIOmaster2™, or created an offline configuration.

Read about reading the configuration from your CORIOmaster2™ on page 30.

Read about creating an offline configuration on page 31.

To create a video installation on a canvas
1. In Editor, choose a canvas.

2. If the canvas frame rate is unset, the Device and Canvases Settings dialog shows, select a frame rate for this
canvas.

Canvas frame rates help identify displays on the same canvas with different frame rates that could causes issues with
stuttering or tearing, for example, if you select p60 the editor will highlight red any display that is not progressive 60 Hz.
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3. OPTIONAL: Select the device lockingmode and set the available options.

Do I want Synclock or Framelock?
Synclock synchronizes outputs on the same canvas using an internal clock, so they display video frames at
the same time. If required you can link multiple canvases to synchronize their outputs together. Synclock is
the default mode.
Framelock uses an external reference input to synchronize the outputs on your canvas. There is only one
external reference clock for your device. You can select which canvases are locked. If the canvas is not locked
to a external reference input then Synclock is used.

It can take up to 1 minute to lock onto the selected reference input.
The reference input frame rate must exactly match the output frame rate.

You can change the settings later from Editor , Canvas panel, select .

4. Select Show assets and open Displays.

5. OPTIONAL: Assign equipment to the display by selecting the , then select the equipment you want to assign
to the display, and then select Assign.

You can change or assign equipment later by selecting the display, then from the Properties panel, open Equipment,
select Assign.

6. For each display you want to use in your video installation, select to add a display.
7. Arrange the displays on the canvas until they match your plan.

8. Add one ormorewindows. In Assets, open Sources.

9. For each source you want to play in your video installation, select to add a dedicated window, or to add
a freewindow.

Do I want a dedicated window or a free window?
Dedicated windows are the quickest windows to add. They are locked to a source and the best possible
quality for the input. You can add one dedicated window per source. Dedicated windows are always cyan.

Freewindows take a bit longer to set up but aremore flexible. You can change the source playing in the
window and select the quality you want to use. The best quality available for a freewindow depends on the
number and quality of windows on your canvas. The color of freewindows depends on their quality.

If you only want one source playing in awindowwith a simple setup process, choose dedicated windows. If
you want to havemore control, for example, change the source playing in awindowwith a preset, choose
freewindows.
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10. To customize awindow, for example, to add a border, or change the quality of a freewindow, double-click the
window to open Properties, andmake your changes.

11. When you are happy with your video wall, select Take and then Save last take to save the take on your
CORIOmaster2™, so your changes will be restored on start up.

Before you start using your video installation, it's a good idea to test it to make sure everything is connected
properly.

Read about testing your video installation on page 37.
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Testing your video installation
Once you've created your basic video installation, make sure that you've correctly connected all your hardware,
and named and positioned your displays and windows correctly in CORIOgrapher™.

Testing your video installation is much easier if you've named your input and output ports and channels.
Read more on page 32.

1. Add displays and windows.
Readmore on page 34.

2. Select Take to send the configuration on the canvas to your device.

3. Check that your video installation looks correct.
Make sure that each source is playing, and check that the picture is assembled correctly.

Not the source you were expecting, blue screen, display
keeps dropping signal, or no image.

Possible causes: n Source connected incorrectly
n Input ports named incorrectly
n Source not playing
n Source resolution not supported
n Display does not support HDCP
n Source does not support the required number of HDCP keys
n Poor quality or damaged cables

Source correct, connected, and playing.

Image appears in thewrong places.

Possible causes: n Displays arranged incorrectly in CORIOgrapher
n Output ports named incorrectly
n Displays connected incorrectly

Source and displays connected and arranged correctly.

4. If you can't resolve these issues, youmight need to contact tvONE support.
See contact details on page 118.
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5. When you are happy with your video wall, select Take and then Save last take to save your settings on
your device.

If your video wall is displaying the right sources in the right windows, but doesn't look quite right, you can use the
settings in Editor to refine your video wall andmake it more accurate.
You can now set up and test audio.

Set up and test audio
Your CORIOmaster2™ supports embedded audio in uncompressed PCM format.

Testing embedded audio inputs
1. From Editor, select Live changes.

2. Select an audio source from the list.

You hear the audio source from all the displays and output devices associated with this canvas.
3. Select each source in turn.

If you cannot hear a source:
n check the audio settings of the source device.

n On Editor, make sure the source is not muted. Amuted source shows .

n In Settings > Slot Status, make sure Audio Enabled is selected for the source.
n If you cannot hear any sources, check the audio settings of the output devices.
n If your source is a streamwith low latency, your CORIOmaster2 mutes the audio.

Readmore about playing streams on page 72.
n The Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module only supports the following embedded audio

formats:
n mp3
n aac
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Testing embedded audio outputs
1. From Editor, select Live changes.

2. FromDisplays & Windows, mute all the displays, except the one you want to test.

Select to mute a display, and to unmute a display.
3. Select an audio source from the list.

You hear the audio source from the display that isn't muted.
4. Mute and unmute each display until you have heard audio from all displays.

If you can't hear audio:
n Check the audio settings on the display itself.

n In Editor, make sure the source is not muted. Amuted source shows .

n In Settings > Slot Status, make sure Audio Enabled is selected for the source and for the display.
n If your source is a streamwith low latency, CORIOmaster2 mutes the audio.

Readmore about playing streams on page 72.
n The Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module only supports the following embedded audio

formats:
n mp3
n aac

Read about what to do if you can't hear audio on page 105.
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Settings
You canmanage device settings, network settings, and user settings. You can also get information about your
CORIOmaster2™, and name yourmodules.

In this section

Device settings 41
Naming your CORIOmaster2™ 41
Choosing your working units 41
Customizing the front panel of your CORIOmaster2™ 42
Backing up and restoring your settings 42
Resetting your CORIOmaster2™ to factory default settings 44

User settings 45
Creating and editing users 45
Changing other users' passwords 46
Changing your own password 47

Network settings 47
Configuring network settings for your CORIOmaster2™ 47
Configuring network settings for streaming media 49

Playlist settings 51
Renaming playlists and moving playlists between modules 51
Deleting playlists 51

Managing encoders and streams 52
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Device settings
Administrators can configure settings for your CORIOmaster2™, including creating and changing its name,
changing themeasurement units you use to create video walls, backing up and restoring your configuration, and
resetting the CORIOmaster2 to its factory default settings.

In this section

Naming your CORIOmaster2™ 41
Choosing your working units 41
Customizing the front panel of your CORIOmaster2™ 42
Backing up and restoring your settings 42
Resetting your CORIOmaster2™ to factory default settings 44

Naming your CORIOmaster2™
You can give your CORIOmaster2 a unique name.

Why should I namemy CORIOmaster2?
If you havemore than one CORIOmaster2 unit on your network, giving each unit a unique name canmake it
easier to find and log in to that unit quickly.

To name your CORIOmaster2
1. Select Settings > General.
2. Enter a name for your CORIOmaster2.

Choosing your working units
You can choose to work in inches ormillimeters when you build video installations in CORIOgrapher™.

To choose a unit
1. Select Settings > CORIOgrapher.
2. FromDefault Units, choose your preferred units.
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Customizing the front panel of your CORIOmaster2™
You can choosewhat information appears on the screen on the front panel of your CORIOmaster2.

1. Select Settings > Front panel > Settings.
2. Select or change the options you want to customize the front panel and display.
3. Select Save front panel settings.

Backing up and restoring your settings
You can save your settings to a file on your CORIOmaster2™, or to a file on your computer. You can restore your
settings from either file. You can share a file saved on a computer between several CORIOmaster2 units that have
the same configuration of modules.

Backing up your settings on your CORIOmaster2

Settings that are saved on your CORIOmaster2
All settings are saved to a backup file on your CORIOmaster2, including:

n Presets
n Configuration, including customnames
n canvases
n The play queue of a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module
n Network settings
n Manually added streams
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What isn't saved to your CORIOmaster2
Any work that you have not saved to the device, with Take and Save last take, will not be saved to the
CORIOmaster2 backup file.

It is recommended you save your configuration to a file to keep a backup on your computer.

Read about backing up to a file on page 43..

To back up your settings on your CORIOmaster2
1. Check that you've saved all your work.

2. Select Settings > Backup and Restore > Backup.

Restoring your settings from your CORIOmaster2
1. Select Settings > Backup and Restore.
2. Select Restore.

Backing up your settings to a file on your computer

Settings that are saved on your computer
Most settings are saved to a backup file on your computer, including:

n Presets
n Configuration, including customnames
n Canvases
n Network settings
n Manually added streams
n Custom resolutions

Note: device name and network settings are saved as part of the backup file, but are not included when you
restore settings to your device. This allows you to share the backup file between devices without causing conflicts
with names and network settings.

What isn't saved to your computer
The play queue and playlists of a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module aren't saved to your computer.

To back up your settings to a file on your computer
1. Select Editor > Save to file.

2. Choose a location for the file, and save.
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Restoring or copying settings from a file on your computer
1. Connect to the CORIOmaster2 that you want to updatewith saved settings.

2. Select Home.
3. Under Recent Configurations, select a saved file.

If you can't see your file in the list, select Load configuration from a file and browse to your file.

Problems sharing settings between CORIOmaster2 units
You can't share saved settings between devices with different configurations of modules.

Youmight not be able to copy settings fromone CORIOmaster2 to another if they have very different firmware
versions, or youmight lose some data in the process.

Resetting your CORIOmaster2™ to factory default settings

Why restore factory default settings?
If your CORIOmaster2 has becomeunstable, you have repeated errors that you can't fix, or you need to remove
all settings and presets, you can reset your CORIOmaster2 to its factory default settings.

When you reset your CORIOmaster2 to factory default settings, all of your settings and configurations are deleted.

Before you reset your CORIOmaster2, youmight want to back up your configuration. When you set up your
CORIOmaster2, you can restore your configuration.

Read about backing up and restoring your configuration on page 42.

To reset your CORIOmaster2 to factory default settings
1. Select Settings > General.
2. Select Factory Reset.
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User settings
Administrators can create and edit users, change user roles, and enable specific timeout times. Users and power
users can change their own passwords.

In this section

Creating and editing users 45
Changing other users' passwords 46
Changing your own password 47

Creating and editing users
You can create and edit users, change user roles, and enable specific timeout times. You can have up to four
additional users.

Who can do this?
Administrators can do this task.

What are user roles?

CORIOgrapher has three types of user, administrator, power user, and user.

Users Power Users Administrators
Use the dashboard, including loading presets and using audio
controls

Send configurations to your CORIOmaster2

Create offline configurations

Save and load configurations

Use the console

Create and edit video installations

Create and edit presets

Set window and display properties, including disabling audio

Change settings, including creating and editing other users

Set up a new CORIOmaster2
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Why set a timeout time?

By default, a connection to a CORIOmaster2™must stay active, or it is disconnected after fiveminutes. An
active connection sends at least one command to the CORIOmaster2 every fiveminutes.

To stay connected while idle formore than fiveminutes, set a longer timeout time for each user. You can also
allow the user to stay connected permanently, with no timeout time, by clearing the Enable timeout option.

Locking out other users
CORIOgrapher only allows one connection at a time. If you allow any user to connect permanently, or with a long timeout
time, they can lock out other users. This can also prevent commands from other devices reaching the CORIOmaster2.
If you want to allow multiple users to control a CORIOmaster2, use our REST API with WebSocket events.
Visit our API site at api.tvone.com.

To create a new user, or edit an existing user

1. Select Settings > Users.
2. To create a new user, choose an empty slot. To edit an existing user, find that user's details.
3. Enter a username.

Usernamesmust start with a letter, and can contain only letters, numbers, and underscores.
4. Select a user role.
5. Enter and confirm a password.

Passwordsmust be between 5 and 32 characters and can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters
and symbols. Passwords cannot contain spaces.

6. Select Enable timeout, and enter or select a timeout time from 1–540 minutes.

tvONE recommends a timeout time from 1–5 minutes.

7. Select Save.

Changing other users' passwords
You canmake changes to other users' accounts.

Who can do this?
Administrators can do this task.

Password rules
Passwordsmust be between 5 and 32 characters and can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters
and symbols. Passwords cannot contain spaces.

To change other users' passwords
1. Select Settings > Users.
2. Find the user whose password you wish to change and enter and confirm the new password.
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Changing your own password

Who can do this?
Administrators, power users, and users can do this task.

Password rules
Passwordsmust be between 5 and 32 characters and can contain any combination of alphanumeric characters
and symbols. Passwords cannot contain spaces.

To change your password
1. Select Settings > Users.
2. Find your user details and enter and confirm your new password.

Network settings
Administrators can configure network settings for CORIOmaster2™ units and Streamingmedia and 4K playback
input modules.

In this section

Configuring network settings for your CORIOmaster2™ 47
Configuring network settings for streaming media 49

Configuring network settings for your CORIOmaster2™
You can choose a DHCP or static IP address, and configure your static IP settings.

Before you start
If you want to use a static IP address, you need some information about the range of available IP addresses on
your network. Your network administrator should be able to help you.

Static IP address
If you choose a static IP address, make sure you enter a unique value for your IP address. Using the same IP address for
multiple devices can cause your devices to disconnect. Contact your network administrator for help.
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To configure network settings for your CORIOmaster2
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Networking.
2. Choose an IP configuration.

n If you chooseDHCP, an IP address is assigned to you.
n If you choose Static, configure your IP address.

3. OPTIONAL: Configure your static IP address.

n Enter a value for your IP address and subnet mask.
n If your CORIOmaster2 and PC are on different networks, enter a value for your gateway.

If you need help with network settings, contact your network administrator.
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Configuring network settings for streaming media
If you want to streammedia over your network, or from the internet, configure the network settings for your
Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module.

If you only want to use your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module to play media from aUSB drive, you
don't need to configure network settings.

About static IP addresses
If you want to use a static IP address, you need some information about the range of available IP addresses on
your network. Your network administrator should be able to help you.

Static IP address
If you choose a static IP address, make sure you enter a unique value for your IP address. Using the same IP address for
multiple devices can cause your devices to disconnect. Contact your network administrator for help.

To configure network settings for streaming media
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Module Configuration.

2. Find the Streamingmedia and 4K playback module that you want to set up, and select  > Configure.

3. Choose an IP configuration.

n If you chooseDHCP, an IP address is assigned to you.
n If you choose Static, the last static IP address you saved is available to edit. If you haven't previously saved

a static IP address, default values for a static IP address are available to edit.
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4. OPTIONAL: Configure your static IP address.

n Enter a value for your IP address and subnet mask.
n If you want to stream from the internet, for example from aWowza server, enter a value for your gateway.
n If you want to refer to a source by name, enter a value for DNS.

If you need help with network settings, contact your network administrator.

Finding the MAC address of your Streaming media and 4K playback input module
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Module Configuration.

2. Find the Streamingmedia and 4K playback module that you want to set up, and select  > Configure.

3. Read theMAC address.
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Playlist settings
If you have a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, you can view the status of your playlists, delete all
playlists or individual playlists, move playlists betweenmodules, and rename playlists.

In this section

Renaming playlists and moving playlists between modules 51
Deleting playlists 51

Renaming playlists and moving playlists between modules
You can see a list of all your playlists on all your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input modules. You can rename
your playlists andmove thembetweenmodules.

Renaming your playlists
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Playlists.
2. Find the playlist you want to rename, and enter a new name.

Moving playlists
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Playlists.
2. Find the playlist you want to move and select the newmodule from the list.

Deleting playlists
If you have a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, you can delete all your playlists, or individual
playlists.

Deleting all your playlists
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Playlists.
2. Select Remove all saved playlists.
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Deleting individual playlists
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Playlists.
2. Find the playlist you want to delete.
3. Select Remove.

Managing encoders and streams
You can view andmanage all your encoders and saved streams.

Select Settings > IP Streams.

Managing your encoders
Encoders that CORIOgrapher™ detects appear under Discovered encoders.

You can:

n Refresh the list of encoders.
n Search for an encoder that doesn't appear automatically.
n Select an encoder to see details about that encoder.

n Select to:
n Manage the encoder, or change your configuration.

Read about configuring yourMagenta Encoder-100 on page 1.
Read about configuring anMagenta Encoder-100 at help.tvone.com/r/docs/cm2/encoder-100/1.

n Remove an inactive encoder.
n Preview the stream from an encoder.
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n Start or stop encoding.

Managing your saved streams
Streams that you add and savemanually appear under Saved IP streams.

n You can see howmany streams you have, and howmany slots you have left.
n You can add new streams, and remove all your saved streams.

n You can edit the name and URL of saved streams.

1. Select the stream and then select > Edit.
2. Edit the name or URL of themedia stream.

Get more help with anMagenta Encoder-100 at help.tvone.com/r/docs/cm2/encoder-100/1.
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Using your CORIOmaster2™
When your equipment is installed and you've recreated your installation in CORIOgrapher™, you can play
streamingmedia, and add transitions and effects to your video wall.

In this section

Presets 54
Creating and editing presets 54
Loading a preset 58

Changing the source playing in a free window 59
Using audio 60

Playing embedded audio 60
Media and streams 72

Playing media and streams 72
Creating and managing playlists 82
Using the internal drive 88
Choosing the best resolution for your playlist or play queue 92

Replacing a module 93
Adding and managing custom EDID files 96

Presets
You can create and save up to 50 presets in CORIOgrapher™.

In this section

Creating and editing presets 54
Loading a preset 58

Creating and editing presets
You can create and save up to 50 presets in CORIOgrapher™.

What is a preset?

A preset stores information about windows, including positions, transitions, and effects such as borders or
rotation. You can save presets and recall them later from the dashboard.

What is included in a preset?
Presets store information about windows, including:

n Source playing in thewindow
n Position
n Z order, or stacking order
n Size
n Rotation
n Border
n Flip
n Source change transitions
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What is not included in a preset?
n System settings
n Displays
n Canvases other than the one you areworking on

For example, if you have canvas 1 and canvas 2 set up, but you have canvas 1 open in Editor when you
save a preset, the preset contains only information about canvas 1.

n Audio settings, including which window is playing audio, which source is playing breakaway audio, and
whether you have chosen breakaway mode or audio-follows-videomode.

n Window:
n Quality
n Full name
n Alias
n Canvas
n Fade to black

You can save all this information as a backup file.
Read more on page 42.

For best results
To prevent your presets behaving unexpectedly, follow the advice below.

Build your busiest preset first
Build the preset with the highest number of windows first. Include all thewindows you want to use in all your
presets for the canvas you're working on.

Move any windows that aren't for this preset away from the displays, and shrink them to reduce bandwidth.

Don't use presets to add and remove windows
If you want to remove awindow from your displays with a preset, don't delete thewindow.

n Move thewindow away from the displays.
n Reduce the size of thewindow to reduce unnecessary video bandwidth.

Note: windows that aren't on the display still take up bandwidth.
n Set the preset duration to 0 seconds.
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Preset 1 Preset 2

Preset 2

If you delete awindow from a canvas, that window is also deleted from any presets for that canvas.

Don't use presets to change window quality
Don't change the quality of a window that is included with a preset.

For example, if you save a preset that contains two windows of UHQquality, and then change the quality of one
window to EHQ, it will not return to UHQwhen you load the preset.

If you want to reduce the video bandwidth consumed by awindow, consider shrinking it instead.

Windows used in presets only appear on one canvas
You can't usewindows that are included in presets onmore than one canvas.
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Creating a new preset
1. Create an installation on a canvas and select Show presets.

2. From Presets, select New.
3. Enter a name for your preset.

Names can be up to 19 characters long, and cannot contain spaces or ".

4. Enter or select a duration for your preset.
The duration is the time taken to transition to this preset.

5. Select Add preset.

Editing, cloning, and deleting presets
You can change the name and duration of a preset, or update a preset with a new configuration.

To change the name or duration of a preset
1. Select Show presets.

2. In Presets, find the preset you want to edit and select .
3. Enter a new nameor duration.
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To load a preset to edit
If you want to make a change to a preset, youmight want to load the preset first.

1. Select Show presets.

2. In Presets, select for the preset you want to change. This will load the preset in the Editor without
changing the selected preset. The preset appears on the canvas.

This feature is only available when Live changes is off. If Live changes is highlighted, then select Live
changes to turn off live changes.

To update a preset
1. Create the new arrangement on your canvas and select Show presets.

2. In Presets, find the preset you want to update and select .

To clone a preset
1. Select Show presets.

2. In Presets, find the preset you want to clone and select .
A new preset is added to the end of the list.

To delete a preset
1. Select Show presets.

2. In Presets, find the preset you want to delete and select .

Loading a preset
If you have saved one ormore presets in CORIOgrapher™, then you can choose a preset to load.

What is a preset?

A preset stores information about windows, including positions, transitions, and effects such as borders or
rotation. You can save presets and recall them later from the dashboard.

Loading a preset from CORIOgrapher
You can load any of your saved presets in CORIOgrapher from Dashboard or Editor.
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n From Dashboard, select a preset.

Or

n From Editor, select Show presets. In Presets, select the preset you want to show.

Changing the source playing in a free window
You can choosewhich source plays in any freewindow in CORIOgrapher™. You can't change the source playing in
a dedicated window. Dedicated windows are always cyan. The color of freewindows depends on the quality of the
window.

Changing the source in CORIOgrapher
1. From Editor, double-click the freewindow you want to change.
2. FromProperties, choose a source from Input Slot.

Changing the source using the dashboard
You can change the source playing in any freewindow from the dashboard in CORIOgrapher.
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1. From Dashboard, find the freewindow you want to change, and select a source.

2. Select Take.

Using audio
CORIOmaster2™ supports embedded audio.

Read about setting up and testing your audio on page 38.

In this section

Playing embedded audio 60

Playing embedded audio
You can play embedded audio. There are twomodes, breakaway audio mode, and audio-follows-videomode.

Read about setting up and testing your audio on page 38.

Audio is not saved as part of a preset.
Audio settings are set for sources, not windows. If you adjust or mute the audio from a window, all the windows playing that
source are affected.

In this article

About embedded audio 61
Disabling and enabling audio for a source or display 61
Choosing what to listen to with CORIOgrapher 64
What's breakaway audio? 64
Choosing which outputs play audio 66
Adjusting input audio level and muting sources 66
Muting individual audio outputs 68
Cutting to black and muting individual outputs 68
Adjusting volume and muting all displays and outputs associated
with a canvas 69
Cutting to black and muting all displays and outputs associated with
a canvas 70
Controlling audio from the dashboard 71
Emergency cut to black and mute 71
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About embedded audio
n You can play embedded audio from any input port on any input module, as long as the embedded audio is in

uncompressed PCM format, at 48 kHz.
n You can play embedded audio, and audio from the S/PDIF and analog audio module, on any output device

associated with your video wall.
n CORIOmaster supports 2-channel audio, and does not support surround sound.
n You can only play audio from the S/PDIF and analog audio module in breakaway audio mode.

Disabling and enabling audio for a source or display
If you never want to hear a source, or you never want to play audio on a specific display, you can disable it.

Administrators can disable audio from Settings > Slot Status.

Administrators and power users can disable audio from Editor > Properties.

Users cannot re-enable the audio, so if you want other users to be able to restore audio, mute the source or display instead.

When the audio from a source is disabled, it is not available to select from thewall editor or the dashboard. When
the audio to a display is disabled, the button to mute and unmute audio on that display is not available from
Displays & Windows.

Disabling and enabling audio from Slot Status
Administrators can disable and enable sources and outputs.

1. Select Settings > Slot Status.
2. Select or clear Audio Enabled.
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Disabling and enabling an audio source playing in a window from Properties
Administrators and power users can disable audio sources.

1. From Editor, select a window.

2. Select Properties > Input Settings (shared).
3. Select or clear Audio Enabled.
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Disabling and enabling audio for a display from Properties
Administrators and power users can disable audio for displays.

1. From Editor, select a display.

2. Select Properties > Audio.
3. Select or clear Audio Enabled.
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Choosing what to listen to with CORIOgrapher
All users can choosewhat embedded audio to listen to.

Choosing a source to listen to with breakaway audio mode

What's breakaway audio?

Breakaway audio is independent of thewindows on your video wall. It doesn't changewhen the sources playing
in your windows change. The audio is sent to all enabled outputs.

When you choose breakaway audio mode, you hear your chosen audio all the time, even if your video sources
change.

n From Editor, select a source from the list.

Or

n From Dashboard, select a source from the list.
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Choosing a window to listen to with audio-follows-video mode
When you choose audio-follows-videomode, you listen to awindow. If the source playing in that window
changes, the audio changes to play the new source.

n From Editor, select a window from the list.

Or

n From Dashboard, select a window from the list.
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Choosing which outputs play audio
Audio from any source is sent to all the displays associated with a canvas. If you have an S/PDIF and analog audio
module, the audio is also sent to the output associated with the canvas.

Readmore about the S/PDIF and analog audio module on page 21.

You can seewhere audio is sent from Editor:

And from Dashboard:

You can choose to only send audio to one ormore specific outputs by disabling ormuting the other outputs.

Read about disabling outputs on page 61.

Read about muting outputs on page 68.

Adjusting input audio level and muting sources
All users canmute, unmute, and adjust the input audio level for any source.

Adjust the input audio level to match and balance the audio levels of different sources. For example, if you have
one very loud source, lower the input audio level until it matches your other sources.
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To mute and unmute a source
1. Select a source.

From Editor:

From Dashboard:

2. Mute or unmute the source.

From Editor:

From Dashboard:

n Tomute audio, select .
n To unmute audio, select .
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To adjust the input audio level for a source
1. Select a source.

2. Adjust the input audio level.

From Editor:

From Dashboard:

n Slide to the right to increase audio input.
n Slide to the left to reduce audio input.

Muting individual audio outputs
Administrators and power users canmute and unmute individual outputs.

From Editor > Displays & Windows:

n Tomute audio, select .

n To unmute audio, select .

Outputs that do not show or are disabled in Settings > Slot Status.

Outputs that show are cut to black andmuted, or the canvas ismuted.

Cutting to black and muting individual outputs
Administrators and power users can cut to black andmute individual outputs, and restore them.
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From Editor > Displays & Windows:

n To cut a display to black andmute, select .

n To restore a display, select .

Adjusting volume and muting all displays and outputs associated with a canvas
All users canmute, unmute, and adjust the volume for all displays and outputs associated with a canvas at the
same time in CORIOgrapher.

To mute and unmute all displays and outputs associated with a canvas
From Editor:

From Dashboard:

n Tomute audio, select .

n To unmute audio, select .
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To adjust the volume for all displays and outputs associated with a canvas
From Editor:

From Dashboard:

n Slide to the right to increase volume
n Slide to the left to reduce volume

Cutting to black and muting all displays and outputs associated with a canvas
All users can cut to black andmute, and restore, all displays and outputs associated with a canvas at the same time
in CORIOgrapher.

To cut to black and mute all displays and outputs associated with a canvas
From Editor:

From Dashboard:

n To cut to black andmute all displays and outputs associated with the canvas, select .

n To restore all displays and outputs associated with the canvas, select .
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Controlling audio from the dashboard
All users can choosewhat to listen to, mute and unmute specific sources and the current source, mute all displays
and outputs, and adjust the input audio level and volume.

Select a source or window to listen to.

Mute and unmute the source currently playing.

Adjust the input audio level of the source currently playing.

Cut to black andmute all displays and outputs, and restore all displays and outputs.

Mute and unmute all displays and outputs.

Adjust the volume of all outputs.

Mute the sources playing in specific windows.

Emergency cut to black and mute
All users can cut to black andmute, and restore, all displays and outputs across all canvases in CORIOgrapher >
Dashboard.

To cut to black and mute all displays and outputs

n To cut to black andmute all displays and outputs, select .

n To restore all displays and outputs, select .
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Media and streams
If you have a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, you can play media items and streams.

In this section

Playing media and streams 72
Creating and managing playlists 82
Using the internal drive 88
Choosing the best resolution for your playlist or play queue 92

Playing media and streams
If you have a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, you can play media items and video streams. Add
up to 20 media items or streams to a play queue or saved playlist. Each Streamingmedia and 4K playback input
module has two channels. Each channel has its own play queue.

In this article

Before you start 73
Adding and editing media streams 73
Adding media items, streams, and playlists to your play queue 75
Playing a multicast stream from an Magenta Encoder-100 on
multiple CORIOmaster2 units 76
Changing the duration ofmedia items 77
Playing streams with low latency 78
Using the playback controls 78
Managing the play queue 79
Saving the play queue 80
Show labels for media and streams 80
Playing the play queue automatically 81
Saving media to internal storage 81

Manage yourmedia and streams in CORIOgrapher™. Double-click thewindow you wish to play media or streams,
and select (Media Player) Manage.

The media player is not available when you work offline.
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Streamingmedia and 4K playback input modules in CORIOmaster2™ units support embedded audio, for streams
andmedia itemswith the following embedded audio formats:

n mp3
n aac

CORIOmaster2 automatically mutes audio from streams with low latency.

Readmore about playing audio with your CORIOmaster2 on page 60.

Before you start
n To streammedia from the internet or your network, you need to connect an Ethernet cable and configure the

network settings for your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module.

For best results, use Gigabit equipment and cables.

Read about configuring network settings for a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module on page 49.
n To turn any video source into a stream, you need an encoder. The encoder takes video and audio signals,

converts them to an AVIP (Audio-Visual over Internet Protocol) signal, and sends themover your network. For
example, you could encode and stream the signal from an endoscope, or from a camera in a lecture theater.

n To play media directly from aUSB drive, or copy media from aUSB drive to internal storage, you need to
connect a USB drive to your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module.

Use a good quality, high-speed USB 3.0 drive.

n To play media saved in the internal storage of the Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, you don't
need to connect anything.

n To play any kind of media you need to set up a video installation with awindow playing a channel from your
Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module.
Read about setting up a basic video wall on page 34.

Adding and editing media streams
You canmanually addmedia streams from your network or from the internet. You can configure and add streams
from anMagenta Encoder-100.

Read about configuring anMagenta Encoder-100 at help.tvone.com/r/docs/cm2/encoder-100/1
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To manually add a stream
If you know theURL of the stream, and the stream is not hosted by anMagenta Encoder-100, use thismethod.

1. In Editor, double-click thewindow you wish to play streamingmedia, and select (Media Player) Manage.

2. Select IP Streams.

3. Select Add IP Stream.
4. Enter a descriptive name and theURL of themedia stream, and then select Add IP Stream.

5. To edit the details of amedia stream, select the stream and then select > Edit.
6. Edit the name or URL of themedia stream.
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Previewing the stream from your Magenta Encoder-100
If you have anMagenta Encoder-100 that is streaming, you can preview the stream.

n Select theMagenta Encoder-100, and then select > Preview.

Adding media items, streams, and playlists to your play queue
You can add video clips, still images, andmedia streams to a play queue, up to a total of 20 items. Media items can
be on aUSB drive, in internal storage, streamed from your network, or streamed from the internet.

You can also add a playlist to a play queue. When you add a playlist to a play queue, the playlist replaces all the
items in the play queue.

You add all types of media, streams, and playlists the sameway, when the play queue is playing, paused, or
stopped.

You can play audio embedded in video clips andmedia streams. You cannot play audio-only files.

1. In Editor, double-click thewindow you wish to play streamingmedia, and select (Media Player) Manage.

2. Select yourmedia source.
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3. Dragmedia items and streams, or a playlist, into the play queue.

Still image Saved stream

Video clip Found encoder

Playlist Found encoder, streaming

4. Choose a resolution for your play queue.

Read about choosing the right resolution on page 92.

Readmore about playlists on page 82.

Playing a multicast stream from an Magenta Encoder-100 on multiple CORIOmaster2
units
By default, yourMagenta Encoder-100 supplies a single stream to a single CORIOmaster2. You can supply a
multicast version of that stream tomore than one CORIOmaster2.

Adding a multicast stream from an Magenta Encoder-100 to a play queue or playlist
n You don't need to configure yourMagenta Encoder-100 to send amulticast stream, if your default address

and TTL are correct for your network.
Formore help, contact your network administrator.

n To add amulticast stream to the play queue, the play queuemust be stopped.
n To add amulticast stream to a playlist, first select a playlist.

1. Select IP Streams.
2. Select theMagenta Encoder-100 you want to add.

3. Select > Multicast > Add to play queue or Add to playlist.
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Changing a single stream to a multicast stream
If you already added a single stream from anMagenta Encoder-100 to the play queue or a playlist, you can change
the single stream to amulticast stream.

1. If the encoder is in a playlist, open the playlist.

2. Select the encoder, and select > Edit.
3. Select RTSP Multicast.

For best results
If you send amulticast streamon a large network, tvONE™ recommends using equipment with IPv4 multicast
addressing, and/or IGMP v2 support. Formore information, contact your network administrator.

Changing the duration of media items
By default, still images play for 10 seconds, video clips play for the length of the clip, and streams play indefinitely,
until the stream ends.

You can choose how long to play eachmedia stream, video clip, or still image in the play queue.

1. In the play queue, select themedia item.

2. Select > Edit.

3. Edit the duration of the item and select Update Item.
Themaximumduration is 23 hours, 59 minutes, and 59 seconds.
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Playing streams with low latency
You can play streamswith low latency.

1. In the play queue, select the stream.

2. Select > Edit.

3. Select Low latency.

Repeat these steps for every item in the play queue that you want to play with low latency.

CORIOmaster2 automatically disables the audio of streams with low latency. If you want to listen to audio from your
stream, clear Low latency.

Using the playback controls
When the play queue is playing, you can:

Stop playback

Pause playback

Skip to the next item

Return to the previous item

Remove an item from the play queue
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Clear the play queue

When the play queue is stopped, you can:

Enable and disable looping

Play the play queue

Remove an item from the play queue

Clear the play queue

Change the resolution of the play queue

Managing the play queue
When the play queue is playing or stopped, you can:

n Drag newmedia items or streams into the play queue, up to a total of 20 items.
n Drag items to re-order the play queue.
n Change the duration of amedia item in the play queue.
n Remove any item from the play queue.
n Clear the entire play queue.
n Choose to play the play queuewhen your CORIOmaster2 starts up.
n Drag a playlist into the play queue.

Dragging a playlist into the play queue replaces the existing play queue.
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Saving the play queue
You can save your play queue so that it is available the next time you start your CORIOmaster2.

n Build your play queue, and in Editor select Save last take.

You can save your play queue as a playlist.

n Build your play queue and select > Save as playlist.

Show labels for media and streams
You can choose to have labels shown on the video for yourmedia and streams on your CORIOmaster2.

1. Build your play queue and select Show label.

2. Select .
3. Choose, or set the options for the play queue label.

Label options are for the play queue, so will apply to any items that are in the play queue.

4. Select Apply to send the changes to your device. The dialog will remain open.
5. Select Close to close the dialog.

Close will discard changes that have not been applied.
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Playing the play queue automatically
You can choose to play the play queue automatically when you start your CORIOmaster2.

1. Build your play queue and select Play on startup.

2. In Editor, select Save last take.

Saving media to internal storage
You can savemedia items from your USB drive to the internal drive.

Readmore about the internal drive on page 88.
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Creating and managing playlists
If you have a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, you can savemedia items and video streams to
playlists. Your CORIOmaster2™ can store up to 20 playlists.

In this article

About playlists 82
Creating a new playlist 83
Saving the play queue to a playlist 84
Managing and editing playlists 85
Deleting a playlist 87
Moving playlists between modules 87
Deleting all playlists 87
Duplicating playlists 88

Manage yourmedia and streams in CORIOgrapher™. Double-click thewindow you wish to play media or streams,
and select (Media Player) Manage.

The media player is not available when you work offline.

About playlists
n Your CORIOmaster2 can store up to 20 playlists.
n Each playlist can include up to 20 items, including still images, video clips, and streams.
n Playlists are shared between the two channels of a Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, but are

not shared between Streamingmedia and 4K playback input modules.
n Playlists save the names and pathways of media items and streams. If you change the name, path name, or

location of an item, the playlist cannot find it.
n You can create new playlists from scratch, or save your play queue as a playlist.
n Playlists are saved on your CORIOmaster2.
n You can choose to save or delete your playlists when you restore your CORIOmaster2 to factory default

settings.
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Creating a new playlist
1. Select Playlists > .

2. Enter a name and choose a resolution for your playlist.
Names can be up to 64 characters long, or fewer, depending on your character set.

Read about choosing the right resolution on page 92.
3. Select your new playlist.

The playlist opens in the playlist editor. If the playlist editor is collapsed, select to open it.

4. Drag up to 20 media items and streams from themedia browser into the playlist editor.
5. Make any changes to your playlist.

n To reorder the playlist, drag and dropmedia items and streams.

n To remove something from the playlist, select themedia item or stream and select  > Remove from
playlist.

n To remove all items from the playlist, select  > Clear all items.

n To change the properties of an item, select the item, and then select > Edit.
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You can change the duration of an item in the playlist.
You can choose to play a streamwith low latency.

If you choose to play a stream with low latency, CORIOmaster2 disables the audio from your stream.

6. To save your playlist permanently, select .

Saving the play queue to a playlist
1. From the play queue, select > Save as playlist.

2. Choose to create a new playlist, or to replace an existing playlist.
3. If you create a new playlist, enter a name and choose a resolution for your playlist.

4. If you replace an existing playlist, select a playlist to replace from the list. You can enter a new name and
choose a new resolution for the playlist if you want to.
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Names can be up to 50 characters long.

Read about choosing the right resolution on page 92.

Managing and editing playlists
You can edit playlists, clear all the items from a playlist, and open a playlist to edit the items. You can load a playlist
to the play queue, and play a playlist.

You can also manage the names and locations of your playlists in Settings > Playlists.
Readmore about configuring playlist settings on page 51.

Editing a playlist
You can change the name and resolution of a playlist.

1. Select Playlists and select a playlist.

2. Select > Edit details.

3. Enter a new nameor choose a new resolution.

Clearing all the items from a playlist
n From the playlist editor, select > Clear all items.
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Opening a playlist to edit the items
1. Select Playlists and select a playlist.

2. Select > Open in editor.

Read about the changes you canmake to a playlist in Creating a new playlist above.

Loading a playlist to the play queue
When you load a playlist, any items in the play queue are replaced, and playback stops.

You can:

n Drag a playlist into the play queue

n Select a playlist and select > Load in queue.

n From the playlist editor, select .

Playing a playlist
When you load and play a playlist, any items in the play queue are replaced.

You can:

n Drag a playlist into the play queue and select .

n Select a playlist and select > Load and play.

n From the playlist editor, select .
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Deleting a playlist
n Select a playlist and select > Remove.

Moving playlists between modules
You can change the slot that a playlist is associated with in Settings > Playlists.

Readmore about configuring playlist settings on page 51.

Deleting all playlists
You can delete all your playlists in Settings > Playlists.

Readmore about configuring playlist settings on page 51.
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Duplicating playlists
If you want several playlists to contain the same items, you can create a play queue and then save it under several
different names.

For example, youmight want all your playlists to contain a particular stream, and your company logo.

1. Drag items into the play queue.

2. From the play queue, select > Save as playlist.

3. Enter a name and choose a resolution for your playlist.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3. Enter a unique name for the playlist each time.
5. Open each new playlist and add items in the playlist editor.

Using the internal drive
You can savemedia to the internal drive of your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module. You canmanage
your savedmedia, and addmedia items to a playlist or play queue.

In this article

Replacing all items on the internal drive with all items on the USB
drive 89
Removing all items from the internal drive 90
Current location 90
Copying a single item or folder to the internal drive 90
Managing media on the internal drive 90
Playing items from the internal drive 91
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Manage yourmedia and streams in CORIOgrapher™. Double-click thewindow you wish to play media or streams,
and select (Media Player) Manage.

The media player is not available when you work offline.

Replacing all items on the internal drive with all items on the USB drive

Use this option when you first set up your Streaming media and 4K playback input module to easily copy all your media
items from your USB drive to the internal drive.

You can replace all the items on your internal drivewith the items on your USB drive. All items currently on the
internal drive are deleted.

All items on your USB drive are copied exactly to the internal drive, including folders and folder structure, up to
path names of 480 characters, or fewer, depending on the language you use.

Items that aren't compatible with your Streaming media and 4K playback input module are copied to the internal drive, but
not displayed. These items use memory, and you can't remove them manually. To remove hidden items, remove all items
from the internal drive.
See a list of compatible file types on page 1.

To replace all items on the internal drive with all items on the USB drive
n Select (USB Drive) > Replace all items on the internal drive.
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Removing all items from the internal drive
You can remove all visible and hidden items from the internal drive.

n Select Internal Drive > Clear all items.

Current location
When you copy media items from your USB drive to the internal drive, the items are copied to the last location
you visited on the internal drive.

For example, you create a folder on the internal drive called Videos. You open Videos and then select USB Drive.
You select amedia item and copy it to the internal drive. Themedia item is copied to Videos.

Copying a single item or folder to the internal drive
You can copy individualmedia items and folders from your USB drive to the internal drive. Items are copied to the
last location you visited on the internal drive.

1. FromUSB Drive, select amedia item or folder.

2. Select > Copy to internal drive (current location).

You can also copy and paste individual items and folders from your USB drive to the internal drivewith Ctrl+C and
Ctrl+V.

Managing media on the internal drive
From Internal Drive, you can:

n Copy or cut and paste individual items and folders.

Select amedia item or folder, and then select > Copy or Cut. Right-click in an empty space and select Paste.
n Copy or cut and paste individual items and folders with Ctrl+C or Ctrl+X, and Ctrl+V.
n Deletemedia items and folders.

Select amedia item or folder, and then select > Delete.

n Create a new folder.
Right-click in an open space, and select New folder. Enter a name for your folder.
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n Renamemedia items and folders.

Select amedia item or folder, and then select > Rename.

Playing items from the internal drive
You play items from the internal drive in the sameway you play all media items and streams. Drag items into the
play queue, or into a playlist.

Readmore about playingmedia and streams on page 72.

Readmore about playlists on page 82.
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Choosing the best resolution for your playlist or play queue
The best resolution for your play queue or playlist depends on the frame rate of yourmedia items, and their size
in pixels.

The resolution you choose determines the input resolution used within your device. All media items in the play
queue or playlist are automatically scaled to fit this resolution. If you find that the resolution you choose doesn't
give you the results you want, you can change this resolution whenever you want.

The Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module supports two simultaneous channels playingmedia. The two
channels can have different resolutions, and you can choose a custom value for channel one (slot n position 1).
Channel two (slot n position 2) only supports 1920x1080p60.

Understanding the format of resolution

Resolution is shown in the form:

Width x Height (in pixels), p or i, Frame Rate (in Hz, or frames per second)

Where pmeans progressive scanning, and imeans interlaced scanning.

For example, 1920x1080i60 is 1920 pixels wide, 1080 pixels high, interlaced, and has a frame rate of 60 Hz.

How do I know what resolution my media items are?

To find the resolution of amedia stream, visit the source of the stream.

To find the resolution of amedia item, select the item in themedia browser. Information about that item is
displayed on the right.
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Frame rate
n For best results, add video clips andmedia streamswith the same frame rate to a play queue. You can then

choose a resolution with a frame rate that matches yourmedia items.

Video clip 1 Video clip 2 Video clip 3

1920x1080p60 3840x2160p60 1600x1200p60

n If you have amixture of frame rates, choose a resolution with a frame rate that is a factor of your frame rates.
For example, you can addmedia itemswith frame rates of 30 Hz and 60 Hz, and then choose a resolution
with a frame rate of 60 Hz. You can do this because you can divide 60 by 30.
Note: don't round up frame rates. For example, don't treat 23.98 Hz as 24 Hz.

Video clip 1 Video clip 2 Video clip 3 Best frame
rate

Reason

1920x1080p60 3840x2160p30 1600x1200p60 60 Both frame rates are a factor of
60.

60/60 = 1

60/30 = 2

3840x2160p25 1920x1080p50 1280x720p50 50 Both frame rates are a factor of
50.

50/50 = 1

50/25 = 2

1280x720p23.98 1280x720p24 1920x1080p60 - This play queue doesn't work
because 24 is not a factor of 60,
and you can't round 23.98 up
to 24.

Resolution
n Choose a resolution no larger than your largest media item. Upscaling at this stage takes up unnecessary

bandwidth.
n Don't choose a resolution that ismuch smaller than yourmedia items. Downscaling at this stage can cause

yourmedia to appear blocky and low in quality when it is upscaled later in the process.
n If you have a play queuewith awide range of resolutions, you could choose a resolution in themiddle of the

range. Thismeans that your largest items are downscaled.
n Consider the types of media you want to play. If you have, for example, two large 4K video clips and two

smaller still images, youmight prefer to put up with poorer quality still images in return for best quality video.
In this case, choose your resolution based on the size of the video clips.

Scanning
n Avoidmixingmedia itemswith progressive scanning andmedia itemswith interlaced scanning in the same

play queue.

Replacing a module

Risk of damaging modules
Take care when you replace modules. If the components of modules touch other modules, or the metal chassis, they can be
damaged. If you don't have experience, ask a qualified technician for help.
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Removing an input module from your CORIOmaster2™

Input modules fit in pairs, joined with a bridge rail. For each pair, the outside screws hold themodule in place in
your CORIOmaster2, and the inner screws attach to the bridge rail.

1. Unscrew the outside screws of the pair that you want to change.
2. Use the silver handles ormodule extraction tools to pull the pair of modules forward, out of your

CORIOmaster2.
3. Unscrew the inner screw of themodule you want to remove, and slide themodule forward out of the bridge

rail.

Inserting an input module into your CORIOmaster2

Rules for placing input modules

Standard bandwidth input modules can go in any position in column A and B, slots 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, and 11.

High bandwidth input modules can only go in column B, slots 2, 5, 8, and 11.

Do not insert high bandwidth input modules in column A. The device and module can be damaged.
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1. Slide themodule into the bridge rail and screw it in place.

2. Insert the pair of modules into the guide rails of your CORIOmaster2 and push themodules firmly into the
dock at the rear.

3. Screw themodules in place.

Removing an output module from your CORIOmaster2™

1. Unscrew themodule that you want to replace.
2. Use themodule extraction tools to pull themodule forward, out of your CORIOmaster2.

Inserting an output module into your CORIOmaster2

1. Insert themodule into the guide rails of your CORIOmaster2.
2. Push themodule firmly into the dock at the rear of your CORIOmaster2.
3. Screw themodule in place.
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Adding and managing custom EDID files
You can upload an EDID file saved to your PC to your CORIOmaster2™. You canmanage the EDID files saved to
your CORIOmaster2 in CORIOgrapher™.

You can only upload custom EDID files for sources.

Youmight want to upload a saved EDID file if a source, for example, a PC, is using the preferred resolution from
your CORIOmaster2 rather than the resolution you selected for the source device. This can cause unexpected
effects. You can create an EDID file for the resolution you selected for the source device, and upload it to your
CORIOmaster2.

EDID filesmust:

n Be a binary EDID file
n Have a filename in 8.3 format
n Have a .edd extension
n Have a filename no longer than 8 ASCII characters

Risk of unexpected results
CORIOgrapher does not check that a custom EDID file is valid or supported. Uploading an invalid or unsupported EDID file
can cause source loss and unexpected results. Creating custom EDID files is an advanced task. If in doubt, contact a
qualified AV professional.

Before you start
Before you add custom EDID files or remove saved EDID files, we recommend that youmake a backup copy of
your configuration.

Risk of losing EDID data
Firmware version M407 contains updates to system EDID files. When you've updated from version M406 or below to version
M407 or above, do not restore a backup from a lower firmware version.

Readmore about backing up and restoring on page 42.

Adding a saved EDID file
1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > EDID Manager.
2. Select Install new EDID.
3. Select Select EDID file and browse to an EDID file on your PC.
4. Select Start install.

Removing EDID files

Risk of unexpected effects
If you delete an EDID file that is in use and then reboot your CORIOmaster2, your CORIOmaster2 says it is using the deleted
EDID file but is actually using the default EDID file.
Take care to not delete EDID files that are in use.

1. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > EDID Manager.
2. Find the EDID file you want to delete.
3. Select Remove.
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Troubleshoot it
This section contains frequently asked questions and advice on troubleshooting problemswith your
CORIOmaster2™. If you can't find the help you need, contact your distributor, and if they can't help, contact
tvONE™ support. Contact details are at the back of this guide.

In this section

Checking and updating the firmware of your CORIO device 98
I can't seemy CORIOmaster2™ in the Discovered Devices list 100
I can't log in securely to CORIOgrapher™ 102
The picture keeps coming and going on my CORIOmaster2™ 103
My Streaming media and 4K playback input module keeps overheating 104
I can't hear any audio 105
I can't update the firmware ofmy Streaming media and 4K playback input
module 112
General troubleshooting checklist 112
Returning a product for repair 113
What are theminimum requirements for running CORIOgrapher? 113
What's the password for my CORIOmaster2™? 113
Do I need output bonding modules? 114
Can I use HDMI extenders with CORIOmaster2™ output modules? 114
How large is the internal storage on a Streaming media and 4K playback
input module? 114
How do I find theMAC address ofmy Streaming media and 4K playback
input module? 115
How fast is my connection to the Streaming media and 4K playback input
module? 115
Which media formats can I add to a play queue? 115
Can I savemy play queue? 115
How do I mute audio? 115
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Checking and updating the firmware of your CORIO device
Youmust be connected to your CORIOmaster2™ to check and update firmware.

Find your firmware version fromCORIOgrapher™ > Home. Update your firmware fromCORIOdiscover >
Update Device.

When you update the firmware, any unsaved configuration in CORIOgrapher is deleted. Make sure you save any
configurations that you want to keep before you start the updating process. You can also save a backup file on your PC.
Read about saving a backup file on page 42.

Before you start
To install the latest firmware for your device, you need CORIOdiscover V1.7 or above. CORIOdiscover software is
available fromhelp.tvone.com/r/docs/g/software.

Checking your firmware version and downloading new firmware
CORIOdiscover warns you if you try to install firmware that is older or the same as your existing firmware. If you
don't want to check your existing firmware version, skip to step 2.

1. In CORIOgrapher > Home, find your current firmware version next to the name of your device.

2. Check for newer firmware at help.tvone.com/r/docs/g/firmware.
Select your device from the list and compare the firmware version to your own.

3. If your firmware is out of date, download the zipped DAT file.
You don't need to extract the DAT file.
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Updating the firmware
1. In CORIOdiscover, select .

2. Select your device from the list and select Update.
3. To save your device settings, select SaveDevice Settings.

When you save your settings, your device keeps all your saved configurations and canvases.
4. Enter your administrator login details.

5. Browse to the zipped DAT file that you downloaded.
6. Select Start Update.

When the update is finished, you can log in to your device again.
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I can't see my CORIOmaster2™ in the Discovered Devices list

What's the problem?
When I tried to findmy CORIOmaster2 in theDiscovered Devices list on theHomewindow of CORIOgrapher™, I
couldn't see it. I tried refreshing the list and it still wasn't there.

Why does this happen?
Theremight be a lot of devices on your network and you're having trouble identifying yours.

Your devicemight be on a different network, theremight be a problemwith your network or firewall, or youmight
be in a high-security environment.

What to do

First try this
If you've got a long list of devices with similar names, try these steps to find out which one is yours.

1. Write down the list or take a screenshot, and then turn off your device.
After a few seconds, your device should show as offline.

2. If nothing shows as offline, close and open CORIOgrapher.
3. Compare the list to your screenshot.

If a device ismissing, it is most likely your device.
4. Turn on your device, wait up to tenminutes, and see if that device appears again in the list.

You can now select your device.

Then try this
If your device definitely isn't in theDiscovered Devices list, first check your hardware.

If your device still isn't in the list, connect directly to your devicewith an RS-232 serial connection, find the
IP address of your device, and use that IP address to log in.

API commands are not case-sensitive.

To check your hardware and firmware
1. Check that your device is turned on and the LED on the front panel is green.
2. Turn your device off and on again.
3. When the LED on the front panel is green, on theHomewindow of CORIOgrapher, select Refresh.
4. Check the Ethernet or serial connectors that connect your device to your computer.
5. Check that you are using the latest firmware. Youmight need to update your firmware.

Read about checking and updating your firmware on page 98.

To find out the IP address of your device
1. Connect the RS-232 port on your device to the RS-232 port on your computer with an RS-232 cable.
2. Open a suitable terminal application, such as puTTY or HyperTerminal.
3. Set your COM port settings to the following:

Speed (baud) 115200
Data bits 8
Stop bits 1
Parity None
Flow control None
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4. To log in to your device as an administrator, enterlogin(admin,adminpw).
Admin and adminpw are the default administrator login details. If you've changed them, use your own login
details.

5. To check that DHCP is enabled, enterSystem.Comms.Ethernet.DHCP and press Return.
If the Enabled property is set to Off, then go to step 6.
If the Enabled property is set to On, then go to step 7.

6. EnterSystem.Comms.Ethernet and press Return.
7. Find the IP address of your device in the IP_Address property andmake a note of it.
8. Enterlogout() and press Return.

To log in to your device with an IP address
Log in to your device on the Homewindow of CORIOgrapher.

1. Select Connect to your device.
2. Enter the IP address that you got from the serial connection, and your administrator login details.

The first time you log in, make sure Secure is clear.

If that doesn't work
Theremight be a problemwith your network or firewall. Talk to your network administrator. Youmight need to
give your device a specific IP address.

Read about changing the IP address of your device on page 47.

If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE support
at tech.usa@tvone.com , tech.europe@tvone.comor tech.asia@tvone.com.
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I can't log in securely to CORIOgrapher™

What's the problem?
When I select Secure and try to log in, I get an errormessage.

Why does this happen?

What to do

First try this
1. Clear the Secure option and log in to CORIOgrapher.

2. Select Settings > Networking.

1. FromNetworking, select Secure connection.

2. Select Save > Yes.
Your device restarts.

3. Select Secure and log in.

If that doesn't work
If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE support
at tech.usa@tvone.com , tech.europe@tvone.comor tech.asia@tvone.com.
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The picture keeps coming and going on my CORIOmaster2™

What's the problem?
The display is continually dropping the signal and attempting to reconnect. TheHDMI status property of the
display switches between Found and Not_Found.

Why does this happen?
You probably have a display or output that doesn't support HDCP (High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection).

What to do

First try this
1. From Editor, double-click the display.

2. From Dashboard, select .
3. Select General and set HDCPMode to KeepOff.

If that doesn't work
If setting HDCPMode to KeepOff doesn't work, try setting HDCPMode to FollowSources.

If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE support
at tech.usa@tvone.com , tech.europe@tvone.comor tech.asia@tvone.com.
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My Streaming media and 4K playback input module keeps
overheating

What's the problem?
I keep seeing an errormessage that tells memy Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module is too hot, or has
overheated. The performance of themodule is reduced. I've tried restartingmy CORIOmaster2™.

Why does this happen?
If the environment around the Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module is too hot, themodule runs above
specification, or the fans can't do their job properly, themodule can overheat. When themodule becomes hot
and there is a risk of overheating, the performance of themodule is reduced to lower the amount of data
processed.

What to do

First try this
1. Switch off your CORIOmaster2.
2. Allow your CORIOmaster2 to cool down for at least 20 minutes.
3. Restart your CORIOmaster2.

Then try this
1. Place your hand near each fan outlet in turn and check that air is flowing out of your CORIOmaster2.
2. Check the environment around your CORIOmaster2.

n Is there anything covering the fan outlets?
n Is the space large enough?
n Is there enough ventilation or cooling? For best results, make sure the air around your CORIOmaster2 is a

maximumof 20 °C.
n Is there an air gap all around your CORIOmaster2?

3. If there are any issues with the environment around your CORIOmaster2, switch off your CORIOmaster2 and
allow it to cool down while you fix the issues.

If that doesn't work
Is your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module playingmedia items or streams that are very high
resolution and/or high bitrate? Try reducing the resolution or bitrate asmuch as you can without losing toomuch
quality.

If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE support
at tech.usa@tvone.com , tech.europe@tvone.comor tech.asia@tvone.com.
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I can't hear any audio

What's the problem?
I am trying to play audio but I can't hear it, or the sound is poor.

Why does this happen?
General problemswith audio:

n Audio is disabled for the input or output.
n The audio source ismuted.
n The audio output ismuted.
n The canvas or output is cut to black. Cut to black also mutes audio.
n The input audio level is turned down low, or the output volume is turned down low.
n The audio sourcewas changed by a preset.
n The source device or output devicemight bemuted.
n Theremight be a loose connection, mislabeled cables, or problemwith your audio device.
n The audio source is not compatible with your CORIOmaster2.

n Your CORIOmaster2 only plays embedded audio in uncompressed PCM format.
n Your CORIOmaster2 only plays audio with a frequency of 48 kHz.

If you're trying to play audio with the S/PDIF and analog audio module:

n Youmight have your audio device connected to thewrong output.
Each output is associated with a single canvas. Output 1 is associated with canvas 1, and so on.
Readmore about the S/PDIF and analog audio module on page 21.

If you're trying to play audio with the Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module:

n Youmight be trying to listen to a streamwith low latency. CORIOmaster2 automatically mutes streamswith
low latency.

n The audio from amedia itemmight not be compatible with your Streamingmedia and 4K playback input
module.
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What to do

General problems with audio 106
Audio from the Streaming media and 4K playback input
module 110
If that doesn't work 111

General problems with audio
n Check if audio is disabled for sources or outputs, page 106
n Check if sources are muted, page 107
n Check if input audio level or volume are too low, page 107
n Check if canvases or displays are cut to black and muted, page 107
n Check if displays or windows are muted, page 108
n Check your presets, page 109
n Check the format of your media items, page 109.

Check if audio is disabled for sources or outputs
1. Select Settings > Slot Status.
2. Check that Audio Enabled is selected for each source and output that you want to use.
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Check if sources are muted
1. From Editor, open the list of audio sources.

2. If the source you want to hear ismuted, select the source and then select .

Check if input audio level or volume are too low
1. From Editor, check the output volume.

2. Open the list of audio sources.

3. Select each source in turn and check the input audio level.

Check if canvases or displays are cut to black and muted
1. Select Dashboard.
2. If a canvas is cut to black andmuted, restore it.

n To cut a display to black andmute it, select

n To restore a display, select

3. Select Editor > Displays & Windows.
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4. If a display is cut to black andmuted, restore it.

n To cut a display to black andmute it, select .

n To restore a display, select .

Only administrators and power users can restore individual displays. If a display is black and you can't hear audio, ask an
administrator to check if it is cut to black and muted.

Check if displays or windows are muted
1. Select Editor > Displays & Windows.
2. If the display or window ismuted, unmute it.

n Tomute audio, select or .

n To unmute audio, select or .
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Check your presets
1. Select Editor > Show presets.

2. From Presets, select a preset.

3. On the canvas, check which windows and sources appear in the preset.
4. Repeat for all presets.

Readmore about best practice for using presets on page 54.

Check the format of your media items
n Your CORIOmaster2 only supports two-channel audio, in uncompressed PCM format, at 48 kHz.
n Your CORIOmaster2 does not support surround sound.
n The Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module only supports .mp3 and .aac formats.
n If you have amedia player connected to your S/PDIF and analog audio module, check that it can provide

audio in uncompressed PCM format.
n If yourmedia items are not supported, consider converting them.

Then try this
1. Restart your CORIOmaster2.
2. Check all hardware connections.
3. Check that your audio device is working. Try plugging in another source.
4. Make sure you are running the latest firmware and software.

Download the latest version of CORIOgrapher fromhelp.tvone.com/r/docs/g/software.
Read about updating your firmware on page 98.
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Audio from the Streaming media and 4K playback input module
n To access the media player, page 110
n Check the format of your media items, page 110
n Check if your stream is playing with low latency, page 110

To access the media player
1. In Editor, double-click thewindow you wish to play streamingmedia, and select (Media Player) Manage.

Check the format of your media items
n The Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module only supports .mp3 and .aac formats, at 48 kHz.
n If yourmedia items are not supported, consider converting them.

Check if your stream is playing with low latency
1. In the play queue, select the stream.

2. Select > Edit.

3. Check if Low latency is selected.

If you want to listen to audio from your stream, clear Low latency.
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Then try this
1. Restart your CORIOmaster2.
2. Check all hardware connections.
3. Check that your audio device is working. Try plugging in another source.
4. Make sure you are running the latest firmware and software.

Download the latest version of CORIOgrapher fromhelp.tvone.com/r/docs/g/software.
Read about updating your firmware on page 98.

If that doesn't work
If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE support
at tech.usa@tvone.com , tech.europe@tvone.comor tech.asia@tvone.com.
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I can't update the firmware of my Streaming media and 4K playback
input module

What's the problem?
1. In CORIOdiscover, I have an errormessage that tells me one ormore of my Streamingmedia and 4K playback

input modules failed to update.
2. In CORIOgrapher™ I have an errormessage that tells me the firmware of my Streamingmedia and 4K playback

input module failed to update. Themodule status is UPDATEFAILED.

Why does this happen?
n Therewas an error when you updated the firmware of your CORIOmaster2™.
n The firmware downloadmight be corrupted.
n There is a problemwith amodule.

What to do

First try this
1. Restart your CORIOmaster2.

2. In CORIOgrapher, select Settings > Module Configuration.

3. For each Streamingmedia and 4K playback input module, select  > Configure and check the status.

Then try this
1. Download the firmware update again.

Make sure you download the correct version.
2. Repeat the firmware update.

Readmore about updating your firmware on page 98.

If that doesn't work
If the advice here doesn't work, first contact your distributor. If your distributor can't help, contact tvONE support
at tech.usa@tvone.com , tech.europe@tvone.comor tech.asia@tvone.com.

General troubleshooting checklist
If specific troubleshooting advice isn't helping, or your product has stopped working, go through the points
below. If your product still doesn't work, youmight need to return it for repair.

Read about returning your product on page 113.

1. Make sure your product is set up correctly, as shown in this guide.
2. Check that your cables and equipment are all connected firmly.
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3. Check that your product is connected to an electrical outlet that is switched on.
Can you see LED lights on the front of your product?

4. Test your sources by connecting themdirectly to a display.
5. Test your display by connecting it directly to a source.
6. Test each cable.
7. Try restoring your product to factory default settings.

Note: during factory reset your custom settings are deleted.
8. Try updating your firmware.

Note: during a firmware update your custom settings are deleted.

Returning a product for repair
You can request to return your product to tvONE™ for repair. When you contact tvONE support, have the
following information ready.

n Product type
n Serial number of the faulty unit (this is on the underside of the unit)
n Full details of the issue
n Invoice number (if available)

Contact tvONE support for your area.

n Customers in North, Central, and South America (NCSA), email tech.usa@tvone.com.
n Customers in Europe, theMiddle East, and Africa (EMEA), email tech.europe@tvone.com.
n Customers in Asia, email tech.asia@tvone.com.

EMEA and Asia
Customers in EMEA and Asia receive an RMARequest form from tvONE support. Complete the form and return it
to tvONE support for your area.

All customers
tvONE support decides if your product needs to return for repair, and, if needed, provide a return authorization
number.

Send your product to tvONE by insured carrier or registeredmail. Write your return authorization number on the
outside of the packaging, and on any documents you send with your product.

Youmust arrange and pay for shipping and insurance. Products in transit are your responsibility. tvONE does not
accept responsibility for products lost in transit.

Do not return a product for warranty repair without a return authorization number. tvONE will not repair your product.

What are the minimum requirements for running CORIOgrapher?
Theminimum requirements for running CORIOgrapher are:

n PC runningWindows® 7 or 10
n Windows® .NET 4.6 
n 600 MB of disc space during installation
n Approximately 50 MB of disc space after installation
n To use the preview feature, the PC must haveWindows®Media Player installed, and it must have been

launched at least once before being used with CORIOgrapher

CORIOgrapher does not work with touch-screen-only devices, including tablets and phones.

What's the password for my CORIOmaster2™?
The default administrator username and password for CORIOgrapher™ areadmin andadminpw.
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Do I need output bonding modules?
There are three groups of slots for output modules:

Use output bondingmodules to fill empty output slots in a group. You don't need to use output bonding
modules in groups that contain no output modules.

Place output modules in the first slot of each group first, starting with group C, slot 17. Fill empty slots with
output bondingmodules.

Showme an example
A CORIOmaster2 has two output modules. The first output module goes into group C, slot 17. The second goes
into group A, slot 3. Bondingmodules go into group A, slots 6 and 9. Group B contains no output modules, so it
doesn't need any bondingmodules.

Can I use HDMI extenders with CORIOmaster2™ output modules?
Yes. You can useHDMI extenders that draw up to 500 mAdirectly with HDMI output modules. If you want to use
an HDMI extender that drawsmore than 500 mA, use an external power supply.

See our range of HDMI extenders at help.tvone.com/r/docs/g/signal-extension.

How large is the internal storage on a Streaming media and 4K
playback input module?
128 GB.
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How do I find the MAC address of my Streaming media and 4K
playback input module?
You can find theMAC address in Networking. Select Settings > Module Configuration, find themodule, and
select  > Configure.

How fast is my connection to the Streaming media and 4K playback
input module?
You can find the connection speed in Networking. Select Settings > Module Configuration, find themodule, and
select  > Configure.

Which media formats can I add to a play queue?
You can addmedia streams, video clips, and still images to a play queue. For the full list of supported formats, see
the specification sheet.

Specification sheets can be found on ourwebsite tvone.com.

Can I save my play queue?
If you addmedia items or streams to a play queue and select Editor > Save last take, when you restart your
CORIOmaster2™, themedia items and streams remain in the play queue.

You can save your play queue as a playlist.

Readmore about playlists on page 82.

You can save all your settings, including your play queue, to a backup file on your CORIOmaster2. If you want to
load the same play queue at a later date, you can restore your settings from the backup file. Note: you will lose
any work that you have done since creating the backup file.

How do I mute audio?
If it's an emergency, the fastest way to mute everything is to use the emergency button formute and cut to black.

In CORIOgrapher, select Dashboard.

n To cut to black andmute all displays and outputs, select .

n To restore all displays and outputs, select .
If it's not an emergency, there are several other ways to mute audio. You can:

n Mute a source.
Readmore on page 66.

n Mute a display.
n Readmore on page 68.
n Disable a source or display.

Readmore on page 61.
n Cut a display to black, which also mutes the audio.

Readmore on page 68.
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What's new in CORIOgrapher™ V3.0 for CORIOmaster2™

CORIOgrapher V3.0
n Support for CORIOmaster2
n New look interfacewith dedicated panels for presets and assets
n New system and canvas level settings

For the full list of new features and things we've fixed, see the release notes.

Release notes are available at help.tvone.com/r/docs/g/software.

Regulatory compliance for CORIOmaster2™ and all modules
This product has been tested for compliancewith appropriate FCC and CE rules and regulations. The power
adapter and supply has been tested for compliancewith appropriate UL, CUL, CE, PSE, GS, rules, regulations
and/or guidelines. This product and its power adapter is RoHS compliant.

WEEE directive
Thewheelie bin symbol on this product or its packaging indicates that this product shall not be treated as
household waste. In linewith EU Directive 2012/19/EU for waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE),
this electrical product must not be disposed of as unsortedmunicipal waste. Dispose of this product by
returning it to the point of sale, or to your local municipal collection point for recycling. Doing this helps
conserve our environment.
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Contact us
tvone.com

info@tvone.com

tvONE NCSA
North, Central, and South America

621 Wilmer Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio 45226 USA

Tel +1 513-666-4210

Sales: sales@tvone.com
Support: tech.usa@tvone.com

tvONE EMEA
Europe, Middle East, Africa, and Asia Pacific

Unit V Continental Approach, Westwood Industrial Estate, Margate, Kent, CT9 4JG, UK

Tel +44-1843-873311

Sales: sales.europe@tvone.com
Support: tech.europe@tvone.com

tvONE Asia
Asia

Sales: sales.asia@tvone.com
Support: tech.asia@tvone.com

Information in this document is subject to change without notice. Nopart of this publicationmay be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any formor anymeans electronic ormechanical, including photocopying and recording for any purpose other than the purchaser's
personal use without the writtenpermissionof tvONE.

Copyright © 2020 tvONE™. All rights reserved.

Registered in the U.S. Patent andTrademarkOffice.
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